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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to Olaniwun Ajayi Film, Music and TV Industry Outlook 2019
This report has been compiled to outline our projections in the media sector of Nigeria
2019. These projections are primarily influenced by the progress in the sector in 2018.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS
INCLUDE

Increased
mobile/digital
penetration having
a knock-on effect of
increasing revenue
garnered from music
streaming sites

New video on demand
platforms being
established, exponential

releases of Nigerian
music by International
record labels such as Atlantic

Successful

records (Burna Boy) and Universal
Records (Mr Eazi)

exposure for
Nigerian film in
international film
festivals and
content markets

This report explores factors we consider integral to this growth in 2018 and further delves
into our projections for growth areas in 2019.

companies in the media and
entertainment sector in Nigeria which have
maintained an upward trajectory and who we believe
We further highlight

investors and/or players in the industry should watch out for.
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KEY TRENDS IN THE
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ENTERTAINMENT

FILM

In keeping with the general trend of significant year on year growth across the Nigerian
entertainment industry, 2018 proved to be a largely good year for the sector. Industry trends such
as increased box office sales for Nigerian movies, heightened international exposure at film festivals
and upturn in revenue generated from music streaming, maintained an upward trajectory, and
created new avenues for monetization.
Judging by sheer numbers, the film industry was undoubtedly the darling of the sector. Looking at
the figures published by the Cinema Exhibitors Association of Nigeria (CEAN), 2018 is the first year
in Nigeria’s film industry since at least the late 90s that has had 3 of the top 10 grossing movies in
the cinema of Nigerian make. To put it in perspective, in 2016, one film grossed over N200m and as
at 31st of December 2018, 3 Nigerian films had grossed in excess over that sum, with one earning
N300m in a little under a month. To buttress this, the top 6 earning movies in Nigerian cinemas in
the highly competitive Christmas week were all of Nigerian make.
This bourgeoning growth has been spurred by increased capital injection from financial institutions
with special recognition of the Bank of Industry as well as increased corporate tie–ins to content
producers and some high network individuals. Also noteworthy is the increase in cinema locations
Nationwide, with cinema chains such as Filmhouse, bringing their total outlets to 10 in 6 states and,
Genesis cinemas increasing its presence to 9 outlets in 6 states.

As at 31st of
December 2018,
3 Nigerian films
grossed in excess
with one earning

N300M in a
little under a
month.
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As highlighted above, a key driver of international growth and exposure in Nollywood in 2018 was
the rise in the showcase of films at international film festivals. The significance of this trend is
evidenced by the greater reception accorded Nigerian films through increased international award
wins and increased acquisition by content distributors such as television networks and on-demand
video streaming platforms. Key examples include the licensing of “Green White Green” to Netflix and
the more recent and most glaring example of “Lionheart” which has also premiered on “Netflix”
while its still in the cinemas. This is an unusual arrangement and speaks to the demand and
negotiating power that Nigerian content is beginning to garner, abroad. Positive externalities of
these developments include better quality movies for consumers both locally and internationally,
increased visibility for cast and crew, and a general overall improvement of the optics in the
industry. Similarly on the home front, festivals such as the African International Film Festival
(AFRIFF), Lights Camera Africa (LCA) and Ake, have grown exponentially and in 2018, proved to be
important in breaking new directors across Africa to the international content buyers’ scene.
Increased corporate support of these ventures in 2019 will invariably grow the sector.

The sector is
projected to
grow by

25%
in 2019

We note however that the growth of the film sector especially with respect to big-ticket movies is
still being hampered by the paucity of cinema sites nationwide. According to the PWC Entertainment
and media outlook 2018-2022 “An African Perspective” (The PWC Report), the Cinema sector was
projected to grow by 14.3% in 2018, a drop from the growth of 16.7% in 2017. However,
considering further planned expansions by the aforementioned cinema chains like Filmhouse,
Genesis and Silverbird, the sector is projected to grow by 25% in 2019 according to the PWC report.
This significant growth will be as a result of increased investor confidence in the sector and hence
the possible establishment of more cinema companies and/or more capital injections into the preexisting entities.
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A very important contributing factor to the growth of any sector is pooling of interests by active
players, beyond government intervention. The Nigerian Cinema box office numbers was made public
in December 2018 by the Cinema Exhibitors Association of Nigeria (CEAN) - a body comprising all
the cinema owners in the country – which collaborated with ComScore to produced the first
internationally accredited metric for film analytics in Nigeria. This may prove to be one of the
strongest deciding factors in fueling investor confidence in the sector as it increases transparency in
the industry. Investors will more easily be able to identify truly successful production houses and
invest in visibly viable projects. It will further give producers a more holistic understanding of the
ratings of movies and thus assist in strategizing marketing efforts, as appropriate. In addition to the
foregoing, events such as the Nigerian International Film Summit have gone a long way towards
consolidating efforts by stakeholders in the sector to increase professionalism, facilitate more
opportunities for producers to sell Nigerian content internationally, and collaborate with international
production houses. We see more summits like these being birthed, not just in Nigeria but subSaharan Africa.
Moving away from the terrestrial, it is projected that internet access revenue will be shored by
89.6% in the entertainment sector with a split primarily, between music streaming and on-demand
video streaming avenues1. In addition to the entrance of Netflix in the sub-Saharan space, we
foresee more growth of more localized streaming platforms such as IrokoTV, Linda Ikeji Tv, Ndani
TV, Red TV and Iflix which are particularly targeted at emerging economies.

Internet access revenue to add
89.6% growth to the entertainment
sector

89.6%
1.

music
streaming

on-demand video
streaming

Entertainment and Media Outlook: 2018-2022 , An African Perspective – Pricewaterhouse Coopers.
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Similar to Film, TV has witnessed an increased appetite in relation to international investment. There
were challenges in the past with investors finding commensurate local business partners, but many
of the local providers have realized the importance of record keeping, balancing their books and in
good time, positioning their businesses for the recently increased buzz-resounding Africa, Nigeria
and Nigerian content.
More specifically, there has been an increased interest by European investors in Africa. President
Emmanuel Macron visited Nigeria in July 2018 and emphasized the importance of investing in nontraditional sectors, especially the creative industry and technology. Friends of Nigeria (FON) was the
only non-profit organization that was enlisted as a founding member of the France-Nigeria Business
Club that was launched by President Emmanuel Macron during his visit to Nigeria. Their focus is to
facilitate the access of Nigerian professionals and entrepreneurs in Europe to business and
professional development opportunities and promote Nigeria’s attractiveness to French and
European companies and investors.
There has been a proliferation of exportation of format shows to Nigeria in the recent years. Some
globally popular format shows have performed well in the Nigerian market with their local versions
garnering substantial traction. Examples include Big Brother Nigeria, Nigerian Idol and The Voice.
The aforementioned shows were historically filmed in South Africa which has the reputation for
higher production quality. A clear exemplar of growth in the Nigerian TV industry is the
announcement by the Big Brother Nigeria team that the 2019 edition of the series will be hosted in
Nigeria for the first time. We expect to see a resurgence in format production and airing in Nigeria in
2019.
A sub-genre of TV which has gained significant traction in recent years and which we project will see
even more growth as a result of increased digital penetration, are web series. This growth has been
spurred by heavy investments by commercial banks, noteworthy of which is GTBank and its
platform, “Ndani TV”, the first entrant in that space. UBA’s launch of “Red TV” and Access Bank’s
“Accelerate TV” are more recent exapmples. The relative success of these platforms have
encouraged other stakeholders in the content creation sector to explore establishing their own
platforms off the back of YouTube, and we expect to see more of these being developed this year.
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Increased digital penetration in Nigeria and increased social media
engagement have had the knock-on effect of opening up more revenue
generation channels to artistes.

Nigeria’s internet penetration:

50.2%

In previous years, the music industry in Nigeria’s key revenue generating avenues were primarily
limited to endorsements, fees from appearances and to a certain degree, physical music sales. This
largely unstructured revenue generation model for music content is a key reason Nigeria has
remained consistently behind other African pop culture powerhouses such as South Africa, on a
comparison of scale of investments in the industry.
However, the increased digital penetration in Nigeria in tandem with the proliferation of cheaper
smartphones nationwide and increased social media engagement, have had the knock-on effect of
opening up more revenue generation channels to artistes. “Internet World Stats” reports Nigeria’s
internet penetration to be 50.2%, taking into account the population with significant projected
growth in this regard. What this turn of events means is that Nigerian artistes have been able to
broaden their reach and monetize their content for less. Followers on social media platforms act as
“brand evangelists” who spread their music into their own online and offline communities, who in
turn stream more of these artistes’ content and consequently generate more revenue. Furthermore,
increased internet access has fostered a better rapport between musicians and fans. A noteworthy
example of this approach to fan engagement, is Mr. Eazi’s strong utilization of social media
campaigns in conjunction with data analytics to create targeted content for his fans, which in turn
helped significantly in making him one of the most successful Nigerian artistes in 2018 with the
same trajectory projected for 2019.
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Whilst telecoms companies have added a weighty monetization channel for digital music over the
last 5 years via mobile formats (caller ring back tunes), a significant development was recorded in
2018 with MTN striking a deal with Sony Worldwide in April 2018 via its platform “Mtn Music +”
which gave subscribers the said platform access to its veritable catalogue of international artistes in
conjunction to the music already available by top Nigerian and African acts. Similar platforms are
reportedly in the works by other telecom companies in Nigeria and we can safely conjecture that the
telecoms companies will have a great impact on the growth of the music sector in Nigeria.
Another trend observed in 2017/18 which we believe will be more evident in 2019 is the increased
independence of recording artistes. The smoother access to growing fan bases for recording artistes
because of the increased digital incursion has resulted in the weaning of artistes off record label
structures. In plainer terms, artistes are embracing measures such as licensing specific songs to
record labels for distribution purposes only, without having to give up their ownership in the songs.
Similarly, some recording artistes are choosing to work with management companies who give them
the resources needed to record and distribute their music whilst not infringing on their right to their
creative freedom. We foresee more collaborations in this regard this year. We also expect to see
more international brands tapping into the “Afrobeat” demographic in Europe and opting to license
more songs by artistes of Nigerian origin, for advertisement campaigns; case in point being Mr. Eazi
with Apple, Burna Boy with Youtube and Kah-lo with Vauxhall.

Artistes are embracing measures

licensing

such as
specific
songs to record labels for distribution
purposes
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been

highlighted,

we

expect sustained growth of the
sector across the verticals of Film,
Television
driven

and
by

Music,

increased

primarily
digital

penetration, increased production
quality and consequent attraction
of capital infusion.
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